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Abstract— This paper aims to find the guilty of leakage of  information in social networks.  Here watermarking and lineage 
mechanism are used for security and thus to find the guilty of private information leakages in social networks.  Here three 
entities are important. That are Owner, Consumer and Auditor. Owner can give documents to consumers. Owner can manage 
documents. Consumer can share documents to other consumer. Thus Owner can make lineage. Auditor will invoke only 
when a leakage will happen. Auditor can challenge each consumer to prove their genuinity. If any consumer cannot prove 
their genuinity that consumer will be the guilty one. We are using watermarks using text files. We can use video , audio or 
image files in the place of text files. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 The increase in the use of smart phones and laptops 
has increased the use of social networks like 
facebook[6]. By using the social network such as 
facebook, a third party can get the users private data 
and can give it to advertisement companies. Then we 
can say that leakage[2] of private data happened. In 
this project 3 entities are important. That are 
Auditor,Owner,and Consumer. Owner will give 
documents to Consumers. Consumer can manage 
documents. Auditor will invoke only when one 
leakage will happen[1]. If leakage will happen Owner 
can give complaint to Auditor. The Auditor can 
challenge each consumers to prove their genuinity. If 
any consumer cannot prove genuinity that consumer 
will be the guilty one. Here watermarking method is 
used for security and to find the guilty of private data 
leakage in networks when one leakage will happen. 
Watermarking is an embedding method in 
image,text,video or audio  files. It is used for proving 
ownership. Watermark embedding and watermark 
detection methods are used here.AES encryption 
method is used here. When auditor challenge 
consumer,consumer has to prove their genuinity. 
Watermark is embedded as an ID value. Here visible 
watermark is used. Lineage mechanism is used here. 
Lineage mechanism is the phenomenon of giving 
datas to consumer and from this consumer to another 
consumer,likewise. And in this lineage the last one 
will be the guilty one. This is one assumption taking 
here. This lineage can also embedded in watermark. 
Here multiple rewatermarking[9] method is used. 
That is for each consumer different watermark is 
used. Filename is also passing with the lineage in 
watermark. Digital watermarking is the process by 
which identifying data is woven into media content 
such as images, movies, music or programming, 
giving those objects a unique, digital identity that can 
be used for a variety of valuable applications. 
Imperceptible to the human senses yet easily 

recognized by special software detectors, a digital 
watermark remains constant even through recording, 
manipulation and editing, compression and 
decompression, encryption, decryption and broadcast 
without affecting the quality of the content. Digital 
watermarks are covert digital security features that 
transform multiple, previously passive elements of 
driver licenses, such as photo and artwork, into 
machine-readable security tokens. When applied as a 
covert layer of security to driver licenses, digital 
watermarks enable fast, machine-readable 
authentication of IDs. The features are imperceptible 
to humans, but read by computers or other devices 
enabled with special secure software. 
 
II. DETAILS EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 
 
2.1. Data Lineage Generation 
[4]Auditor is invoked by the owner of the document 
and is provided with the leaked document. In order to 
find the guilty party, the auditor proceeds in the 
following way: 
 
The auditor initially takes the owner as the current 
suspect. The auditor appends the current suspect to 
the lineage. The auditor sends the leaked document to 
the current suspect and asks him to provide the 
detection keys k1 and k2 for the watermarks in this 
document as well as the watermark σ. If a non-blind 
watermarking scheme is used, the auditor additionally 
requests the unmarked version of the document. If, 
with key k1,σ cannot be detected, the auditor outputs 
the lineage . If the current suspect is trusted, the 
auditor checks that σ is of the form( CS, CR, τ)where 
Cs is the identifier of the current suspect, takes CR as 
current suspect and auditor appends current suspect to 
the lineage. The auditor verifies that σ is of the 
form[CS, CR, τ]skCR where CS is the identifier of 
the current suspect. He also verifies the validity of the 
signature. The auditor outputs the lineage[4]. The last 
entry is responsible for the leakage.  
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In our paper we are using text files for watermarking. 
Here AES Encryption method is used for encrypting 
file content. A key or ID value is used for 
watermarking. Here multiple re watermarking method 
is used. That is for every consumer the watermark 
will be different. Here we are using visible 
watermarking method. The Dot Net platform and sql 
server database is used for implementation. 
Encryption and watermarking codes are available in 
Google search. 
This project is best suitable for a company to find the 
leaker of their private information when outsourcing 
also. We can use different datatypes in the place of 
text files like image,video or audio files. But depend 
on the datatypes the method or algorithm for 
watermarking will be different. 
  
Sender holding D      recipient requesting Dw 

 
K=GenKeyWM(1K) 
Ϭ=(CS, CR, г) 
Dw=W(D, Ϭ,K)→↓ Dw 
 

 
 
Owner can form lineage that is owner can give 
documents to one consumer and from this 
consumer,he/she can share documents to another 
consumer .In this way owner can form a chain of 
consumers. This is called data lineage or data 
provenance[5] mechanism. 
 
In this paper, we formalize this problem of provably 
associating the guilty party to the leakages, and work 
on the data lineage methodologies to solve  
information leakage in various leakage scenarios. At 
the design stage itself we can add accountability 

constraints as .It enforces accountability by design 
mechanism. 
We can take non repudiation assumptions;that is if 
leakage will happen consumers must take the 
responsibility of that leakage. 
Here embedding identifiers of the document so as to 
identify the leaker of information leakage. 
Furthermore, it should not be possible for a malicious 
consumer to remove the embedded information 
without rendering the document useless. A technique 
that can offer these properties is robust 
watermarking[12]. 
We formed one website for this using above given 
languages. 
 
III. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 
 
Here when auditor will invoke to find the guilty of 
leakage ,auditor can challenge each consumer to 
prove their genuinity. For this purpose here digital 
watermarking is used. When auditor challenge each 
consumer consumers should give details of document 
that owner gave. Then auditor detect the documents 
with the leaked document. Then detect 
watermarks[10]. If the leaked document and the 
document that consumer gave are same ,then that 
consumer will be the guilty one. Thus we can say in 
that lineage the last one will be the guilty one after 
checking. 
 
Digital watermarking 
Digital watermarking is the process by which 
identifying data is woven into media content such as 
images, movies, music or programming, giving those 
objects a unique, digital identity that can be used for a 
variety of valuable applications. In this paper 
watermarking is done using one ID value. This is 
used as key. Visible watermark is used with the 
lineage. Encryption is similar to locking the content 
in a safe and typically protects content from high-
speed digital copying. Digital watermarking is similar 
to persistently labeling (i.e. searing) invisible 
identification, copy protection or security information 
onto the content. 
 
Owner can complaint auditor if the owners private 
data is leaked. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We present this model for accountable data transfer 
across multiple entities. We define participating 
parties, their interrelationships and give a concrete 
instantiation for a data transfer protocol using a novel 
combination of oblivious transfer, robust 
watermarking and digital signatures. We prove its 
correctness and show that it is realizable by giving 
micro benchmarking results. By presenting a general 
applicable framework, we introduce accountability as 
early as in the design phase of a data transfer 
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infrastructure. Although this paper does not actively 
prevent data leakage, it introduces reactive 
accountability. Thus, it will deter malicious parties 
from leaking private documents and will encourage 
honest (but careless) parties to provide the required 
protection for sensitive data. This system is flexible 
as we differentiate between trusted senders (usually 
owners) and untrusted senders (usually consumers). 
In the case of the trusted sender, a very simple 
protocol with little overhead is possible. The 
untrusted sender requires a more complicated 
protocol, but the results are not based on trust 
assumptions and therefore they should be able to 
convince a neutral entity (e.g.a judge).Our work 
motivates further research on data leakage detection 
techniques for various document types and scenarios. 
For example, it will be an interesting future research 
direction to design a verifiable lineage protocol for 
derived data. 
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